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PROBLEMS CAUSES SOLUTIONS

The machine does not turn on
The machine is not connected to

the power source
Connect the machine to the

 power source

The pump is very noisy
No water in the bottle compartment

(empty or missed bottle)

Refill the bottle with fresh drinking 
wateror substitute the empty 

bottle with one full.

The coffee is too cold The brew light (B) was off when
the brew button was pressed (B).

Wait until the indicator 
light B turns off.

The milk does not froth

Not suitable milk Check the fat content

Too hot milk
Use fresh, partially skimmed milk.

Use milk at refrigerator temperature.

The closure lever does
not reach the dispensing position

Wrong insert of the pod Repeat the operation, lever in rest 
position, lever in dispensing position 

The coffee is brewed too fast, the 
brewedcoffee is not creamy

Pod already used
Place the lever back in off position 

and insert a new pod.

Coffe ground too coarsely Use a different blend

Stale or unsuitable coffee Use a different blend

No coffee flows out or it just 
drips out slowly

Water level too low in the bottle
Dispensing spout is clogged

Refill the water in the bottle (par. 4.4).
Washing the dispensing spout 

(vedi par. 6.1)

Coffee is not brewed and steam comes
out from pod compartment.

The closure lever is not setted in
dispensing position.

Lever in dispensing position.

Excessive build up of scale Descale the machine (par. 6.2)

No steam brewing Steam spear blocked Clean the spout with a needle

Coffee leaks outside the rim

Filter holder not properly fit 
into brew unit

Fit the filter holder properly in place
 (cap. 5).

Boiler gasket dirty or worn Clean or replace gasket



Use milk at refrigerator temperature.

Repeat the operation, lever in rest 
position, lever in dispensing position 


